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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following should an administrator implement to
research current attack methodologies?
A. Design reviews
B. Code reviews
C. Vulnerability scanner
D. Honeypot
Answer: D
Explanation:
A honeypot is a system whose purpose it is to be attacked. An
administrator can watch and
study the attack to research current attack methodologies.
According to the Wepopedia.com, a Honeypot luring a hacker into
a system has several
main purposes:
The administrator can watch the hacker exploit the
vulnerabilities of the system, thereby
learning where the system has weaknesses that need to be
redesigned.
The hacker can be caught and stopped while trying to obtain
root access to the system.

By studying the activities of hackers, designers can better
create more secure systems that
are potentially invulnerable to future hackers.
There are two main types of honeypots:
Production - A production honeypot is one used within an
organization's environment to
help mitigate risk.
Research - A research honeypot add value to research in
computer security by providing a
platform to study the threat.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which hypervisor platform requires a VLAN ID, when defining
Network Pool resources in a CloudSystem Matrix "Create Network"
tab?
A. KVM
B. Hyper-V
C. Integrity VM
D. ESX vSphere
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: http://h10032.www1.hp.com/ctg/Manual/c03326771.pdf
(see page 64 and 65)

NEW QUESTION: 3
On your Oracle 12c database, you invoke SQL*Loader to load data
into the employees table in the hr
schema by issuing the command:
S&gt;sqlldrhr/[email&#160;protected] table=employees
Which two statements are true about the command?
A. It fails if the hr user does not have the create any
directory privilege.
B. It fails because no SQL*Loader control file location is
specified.
C. It succeeds with default settings if the employees table
exists in the hr schema.
D. It fails because no SQL*Loader data file location is
specified.
E. It succeeds and creates the employees table in the HR
schema.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
sqlldr scott/[email&#160;protected] TABLE=EMP2
DATE_FORMAT=\"DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS\"
Reference:
https://oracle-base.com/articles/12c/sql-loader-enhancements-12
cr1
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